Solid Wall Insulation

Need more advice or help – call 0800 954 1956

If your property was built before 1920, it is
likely that it was built with solid stone or brick
external walls. If these walls are un-insulated you
could be losing up to a third of your property’s
generated heat, wasting money and energy.

There are two main ways of
insulating solid wall properties,
either internally or externally.
It is most cost effective to fit
either of these types of insulation
when carrying out other work on
your home, such as decoration,
installing a new kitchen or external
improvements. Internal and external
insulation are best fitted by a
professional, but costs can be kept
down by decorating and finishing
yourself.
Internal solid wall insulation
This form of insulation is generally
cheaper to install than external wall
insulation and can be completed by
someone with reasonable DIY skills.
Rigid insulation boards provide the
highest level of internal insulation
but can be up to 10cm thick which
will reduce the room sizes slightly.
Installing either form of internal solid
wall insulation will require some
making good and redecoration
especially around doors, windows,

Installing internal wall
insulation can save an
average detached home
with mains gas heating
up to £445 a year.

This kind of insulation is far less
likely to require planning permission
as it is not externally visible, though
listed and historic buildings will
still require consultation with the
relevant authorities first.

skirting boards etc. It is worth noting
that special fixings would then need
to be used, for instance to secure
radiators, hang pictures or secure
light fittings to these walls.

External solid wall
insulation/cladding
This is more expensive to install
than internal insulation and requires
full access to all external wall areas.
It has the advantage of causing
minimal disruption to the household
during installation and can provide
a sound weatherproof finish for
older properties, that can easily
be decorated and finished to the
tastes of the householder. It can
also offer increased soundproofing
from traffic etc.

Any issues with existing damp problems
such as rising or penetrating damp must
be addressed first and condensation
and mould must be thoroughly cleaned
away and treated before installation.

All external walls need to be
structurally sound and free from all
forms of damp and additional work
may be required to soffits, facias
and guttering pipework.

Flexible insulation sheets are bought in
rolls and hung like wallpaper. They are
thinner than rigid boards and cheaper,
but will not be as energy efficient.

External wall insulation should only
be carried out by a qualified installer
registered with the Insulated Render
and Cladding Association (INCA).

Installing external wall insulation can
save an average three bed semi with
mains gas heating up to £445 a year.
There is a much greater likelihood
that planning permission will be
required for the installation and
therefore the planning department
of your local authority should
be consulted before any work
goes ahead.

Top tip
Contact Community
Energy Plus for details
of insulation offers in
Cornwall and Devon.

Solid Wall Insulation

A Simple Guide
for Householders

Cornwall’s Independent Energy Experts
Our services to help householders in Cornwall and Devon
enjoy warmer, energy efficient homes include:

Solid Wall
Insulation

› Insulation and heating solutions
› Energy efficiency advice and surveys
› Planning for renewables services
› Condensation and mould services
› Help to understand and reduce energy bills
In certain circumstances we can access funding for
services – call us to discuss your needs.

Community Energy Plus
3-4 East Pool, Tolvaddon Energy Park, Camborne TR14 0HX
Telephone 0800 954 1956 Visit www.cep.org.uk
Email enquiries@cep.org.uk
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